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INTRODUCTION 

Petitioners seek to upend Minnesota’s usual electoral process.  Except in 

extraordinary circumstances, regularly scheduled elections are the proper way for voters 

to express their opinions about the performance of elected officials.  Tim Walz was 

elected Governor of Minnesota in November of 2018.  He received 54 percent of the 

2,587,287 votes cast for Governor.1  Minnesota voters will have the opportunity to 

evaluate his leadership in November 2022.  There is no reason to short-circuit 

Minnesota’s democratic process by forcing an early election as Petitioners propose.   

 The Minnesota Constitution provides only one extraordinary alternative for voters 

to express their opinions about the Governor before the end of the term—a recall 

election.  This process is used sparingly, and is appropriate only to remedy “evil” or 

illegal conduct or repeated nonfeasance.  To date, no Minnesota governor (or any other 

public official) has been subject to a recall election.  In fact, no proposed petition for 

recall of any public official has ever survived the stage in which the present petition finds 

itself.  After collecting only 25 signatures and paying $100, a proposed petition proceeds 

to this Court for review under something akin to a Rule 12 motion standard.  The Chief 

Justice must be satisfied that the proposed petition “alleges specific facts that, if proven, 

would constitute grounds for recall.”   

                                              
1 Minnesota Secretary of State, “2018 General Election Results” available at 
https://www.sos.state.mn.us/elections-voting/election-results/2018/2018-general-election-
results/ . 
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 In this case, the proposed petition to recall Governor Walz wholly fails to allege 

specific facts to support the five necessary elements of the malfeasance charge it 

contains.  In particular, the petition fails at the very first element: intentionality.  The 

petition never alleges that Governor Walz intentionally acted unlawfully.  Nor could it 

credibly do so given the good faith assertion of the Governor’s authority contained within 

Emergency Executive Order 20-20 and the lack of any previous, conflicting interpretation 

of his emergency authority.  That failure alone is sufficient for dismissal, but the 

proposed petition also fails to allege facts to satisfy the other elements—it fails to 

establish any unlawful act by the Governor, fails to establish that the Governor acted 

substantially outside the scope of his authority, and fails to establish any impermissible 

infringement on the constitutional rights of Minnesotans.  As a result of those failures, the 

Chief Justice should dismiss the proposed petition.  
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FACTUAL BACKGROUND 

The Petition seeks to recall Minnesota Governor Tim Walz due to his issuance of 

an emergency executive order asking Minnesotans to stay home (with certain exceptions) 

to reduce the spread of a virulent disease.  The challenged order, Emergency Executive 

Order 20-20 (“EO 20-20”), is one of a series of executive orders issued by the Governor, 

and approved by the Executive Council, during the peacetime emergency caused by 

COVID-19.  The orders have been consistent with federal guidance and similar actions 

taken in nearly every state, and they have been thoughtfully conceived in consultation 

with public health professionals to address the specific and deadly exigencies posed by 

the public health crisis facing our State.  As Governor Walz described in his address on 

May 13, 2020, EO 20-20’s stay-at-home requirement and other restrictions were 

necessary in March because Minnesota needed time to acquire lifesaving PPE, 

ventilators, ICU beds, and other capacity-building equipment needed for the inevitable 

surge in COVID-19 cases.2  Those measures have been successful.  The State partnered 

with public and private entities to ramp up testing, acquire PPE and ventilators, and make 

ICU beds available.  A brief factual background offers the necessary context to evaluate 

the lawfulness of EO 20-20 and dispose of the Petition. 

I. THE COVID-19 PANDEMIC 

COVID-19 is an infectious disease caused by a newly discovered coronavirus that 

spreads rapidly through respiratory transmission.  (Kramer Decl., Ex. 2.)  Asymptomatic 

                                              
2  (Declaration of Liz Kramer (“Kramer Decl.”), Ex. 1.) 
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individuals may carry and spread the virus and there is currently no known vaccine or 

effective treatment, making response efforts complex and daunting.  (Kramer Decl., Exs. 

2–3.)  On March 11, 2020, the World Health Organization declared COVID-19 a global 

pandemic.  (Kramer Decl., Ex. 4.)  As of June 5, 2020, 26,980 Minnesotans have tested 

positive for COVID-19 and 1,148 have died.  (Kramer Decl. ¶ 4.)  The highest total 

deaths reported on a single day was on May 28, 2020, just a week ago.  The virus has 

claimed over 108,000 lives in the United States since January of 2020.  (Kramer Decl. 

¶ 8.) 

II. MINNESOTA’S RESPONSE TO COVID-19 

In response to the COVID-19 public health crisis, Governor Tim Walz declared a 

state of peacetime emergency on March 13, 2020.  (Kramer Decl., Ex. 5.)3  That same 

day, the President of the United States declared a National Emergency, and—for the first 

time in history—the President has approved major disaster declarations in all 50 states. 

(Kramer Decl., Exs. 6-7.)  Minnesota has engaged in a comprehensive plan to combat 

COVID-19 that includes slowing the spread of the disease, protecting the capacity of the 

State’s medical system to respond to the disease, and ensuring the continued operation of 

critical sectors to protect the public’s access to necessary services and supplies.  (See 

Emergency Executive Orders 20-02 through 20-70.)4   

                                              
3  The peacetime emergency was extended by Executive Orders 20-35 and 20-53.   
 
4  All of Minnesota’s Emergency Executive Orders regarding COVID-19 are available 
online at www.leg.state.mn.us/lrl/execorders/eoresults?gov=44.  
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Because COVID-19 is primarily spread from person-to-person contact through 

respiratory droplets, limiting contact between people is the most effective way to slow the 

spread of COVID-19.  (Kramer Decl., Ex. 8.)  On March 16, 2020, Governor Walz issued 

Emergency Executive Order 20-04, closing certain businesses that posed a particular 

threat to the public health due to the high risk of transmitting COVID-19.  (Kramer Decl,, 

Ex. 9.)  Executive Order 20-04 closed restaurants, bars, gymnasiums, fitness centers, 

recreation centers, indoor sports and exercise facilities, and exercise studios.  Emergency 

Executive Order 20-08 clarified that the closure included the full range of personal care 

businesses including salons, barbershops, and tattoo parlors.  (Kramer Decl., Ex. 10.)     

Governor Walz issued EO 20-20, the first stay-at-home order, on March 25, 2020. 

(Kramer Decl., Ex. 11.)  It directed Minnesotans to stay at home, other than for necessary 

activities and critical work.  It closed schools and most workplaces, other than critical 

sectors.  The critical sectors identified in EO 20-20 were grounded in federal guidance 

from the United States Department of Homeland Security’s Cybersecurity and 

Infrastructure Security Agency (“CISA”).  (Id. at 2.)  As noted in EO 20-20, Minnesota 

was not first, or alone, in taking this action: 

On March 16, 2020, President Donald Trump issued guidelines to limit 
gatherings of more than 10 people.  As of March 24, 2020, twenty-four 
states representing almost 200 million Americans have issued orders or 
public health directives closing non-essential businesses or limiting 
residents from participating in non-essential activities. 
 

(Id.)  In issuing EO 20-20, the Governor followed all applicable statutory procedures, 

including seeking and receiving the approval of the State’s Executive Council. 
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On May 13, 2020, Governor Walz announced that the stay-at-home provisions in 

EO 20-20 would not be extended beyond May 17, 2020.  Instead, Governor Walz issued 

Executive Order 20-56 to continue safely reopening Minnesota beginning May 18, 2020.  

(Kramer Decl., Ex. 12.)  On May 20, 2020, Governor Walz announced Minnesota’s Stay 

Safe Plan to reopen places of public accommodation in four phases.  (Kramer Decl., Ex. 

13.)  On May 27, 2020, Governor Walz signed Executive Order 20-63, implementing 

“Phase II” of the efforts to continue reopening Minnesota.  (Kramer Decl., Ex. 14.)  And, 

today, on June 5, 2020, Governor Walz signed Executive Order 20-74 implementing 

Phase III and continuing the safe and gradual reopening of Minnesota businesses. 

 A recent article in the Journal of the American Medical Association suggests that 

Governor Walz’s efforts drastically reduced the hospitalizations Minnesota otherwise 

would have seen without the stay-at-home order.  Soumya Sen, Pinar Karaca-Mandic, & 

Archelle Georgiou, JAMA Network “Association of Stay-at-Home Orders with COVID-

19 Hospitalizations in 4 States” (May 27, 2020).5  A recent Star Tribune poll also found 

that 65% of Minnesotans approve of the Governor’s performance.  “Walz job approval 

and voting by mail”, Star Tribune/MPR News/KARE11 Minnesota poll (May 26, 2020).6 

III. THE PROPOSED RECALL PETITION 

The Proposed Recall Petition (“Petition”) alleges that Governor Walz committed 

malfeasance by issuing EO 20-20, the first stay-at-home order.  There is no other action 

                                              
5  Available at https://jamanetwork.com/journals/jama/fullarticle/2766673 
 
6 Available at https://www.startribune.com/star-tribune-mpr-news-kare-11-minnesota-
poll-voting-by-mail/570623211/ 
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of malfeasance listed.  The Petition alleges that the issuance of EO 20-20 was unlawful 

because it exceeded the authority that the legislature granted to the Governor in 

Minnesota’s Emergency Management Act (Chapter 12 of Minnesota Statutes) (the 

“Act”).  In particular, the Petition alleges that EO 20-20 was unauthorized because it 

went beyond the authority to “cooperate” mentioned in Minn. Stat. § 12.21, closed 

businesses, and enhanced the default criminal penalty provided for in the Act.7  The 

Petition alleges that EO 20-20 “unlawfully restricted” the federal constitutional rights of 

Minnesotans, namely property interests, liberty interests, freedom of assembly, freedom 

of religion, and interstate commerce.   

Petitioners’ “memorandum in support of petition” filed with the Court attempts to 

significantly expand on the four corners of the Petition.  In their memorandum they list as 

a purported basis for recall Executive Orders that were not the subject of (or even 

mentioned in) their Petition.  (Mem. in Support of Pet. (“Mem.”) at 1-2.)  They attempt to 

add new allegations of unlawfulness, including that the Governor lacked even the initial 

authority to declare a peacetime emergency (Mem. at 5-9), and that all executive orders 

issued pursuant to Chapter 12 are void as a violation of the separation of powers doctrine 

(id. at 11-13).  Petitioners also now declare that the Governor’s unlawful acts that warrant 

recall include forestalling evictions, unconstitutional “taking” of property, unreasonable 

searches and seizures, and encouraging Minnesotans to commit a “crime” by wearing 

                                              
7 The Petition also alleges that the “unlawful” penalties in EO 20-20 “appeared in each 
subsequent order.”  But the Petition does not identify any independent basis to challenge 
those subsequent orders.   
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masks, none of which are addressed in the Petition.  (Id. at 15-20.)  Petitioners also 

expand upon the rights allegedly infringed by the Governor by asserting violations of the 

Minnesota Constitution (id. at 14, n.54) and the Administrative Procedures Act (id., n. 

55-56),8 whereas the Petition cites exclusively to rights guaranteed by the U.S. 

Constitution.   

STANDARD OF REVIEW 

Recall of a sitting governor is allowed under Minnesota law in only rare 

circumstances for “serious malfeasance or nonfeasance during the term of office in the 

performance of the duties of the office or conviction during the term of office for a 

serious crime.”  Minn. Const. art. VIII, § 6; Minn. Stat. § 211C.02; see also In re 

Ventura, 600 N.W.2d 714, 716 (Minn. 1999) (only “‘serious’ malfeasance constitutes 

grounds for a recall petition”).  Petitioners assert malfeasance as the only basis for their 

Petition.  Malfeasance is “the intentional commission of an unlawful or wrongful act by a 

state officer . . . in the performance of the officer’s duties that is substantially outside the 

scope of the authority of the officer and that substantially infringes on the rights of any 

person or entity.”  Minn. Stat. § 211C.01, subd. 2.   

Where, as here, a proposed petition for recall is referred to the Chief Justice of the 

Minnesota Supreme Court by the Secretary of State, the Chief Justice “must review the 

proposed petition to determine if it alleges specific facts that, if proven, would constitute 

                                              
8 The Minnesota Court of Appeals recently issued an order finding that the 
Administrative Procedures Act has no application to the Governor’s exercise of 
emergency power under Chapter 12.  Free Minn. Small Bus. Coal. v. Walz, A20-0641, 
2020 WL 2745414 (Minn. Ct. App. May 26, 2020). 
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grounds for recall.”  In re Ventura, 600 N.W.2d at 715 (citing Minn. Stat. § 211C.05, 

subd. 1).  If the allegations are insufficient to establish the statutory grounds for recall, 

the proposed petition must be dismissed.  Minn. Stat. § 211C.05, subd. 1.9  Only if the 

Chief Justice determines that the allegations are sufficient, if proven, to constitute serious 

malfeasance, does she appoint a special master to hold a public hearing on the factual 

allegations within 21 days.  Minn. Stat. § 211C.05, subds. 1-2. 

ARGUMENT 

The first time a chief justice considered a petition to recall a Minnesota governor 

under the current statutory framework, she explained that the statutory definition of 

malfeasance could be broken into five “identifiable elements”: 

1. an intentional act; 
2. that is unlawful or wrongful; 
3. in the performance of the officer’s duties; 
4. that is substantially outside the scope of the authority of the officer; 

and 
5. that substantially infringes on the rights of any person or entity. 

 
In re Ventura, 600 N.W.2d 714, 716 (Minn. 1999).  The conduct alleged in the petition 

must satisfy all five elements of malfeasance, in addition to being “serious.”  Id.  The 

word “serious” is not a throwaway.  It carries with it a reminder that for the act to rise to 

the level of malfeasance it must be “evil conduct or an illegal deed, the doing of that 

which one ought not to do, the performance of an act by an officer in his official capacity 

that is wholly illegal and wrongful.”  Id. at 718; see also PPH Corp. v. Consumer Fin. 

                                              
9  The ten-day timeframe in Minn. Stat. § 211C.05, subd. 1 should run from June 5, 2020, 
the final date for submissions to be received by the Chief Justice regarding the Petition. 
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Prot. Bureau, 881 F.3d 75, 131 n.11 (D.C. Cir. 2018) (Griffith, J., concurring) (“Courts 

have likewise interpreted malfeasance to mean corrupt conduct that is wholly wrongful, if 

not positively unlawful.”)  Mere political criticisms do not amount to malfeasance.  

Jacobsen v. Nagel, 96 N.W.2d 569, 573 (Minn. 1959). 

 Section 211C.05 makes clear that the Chief Justice must evaluate only the 

contents of the proposed petition in considering dismissal.  See Minn. Stat. § 211C.05, 

subd. 1 (providing the Chief Justice shall review “the proposed petition” to determine 

“whether it alleges specific facts that, if proven, would constitute grounds for recall” 

(emphasis added)).10  Supplemental materials submitted by petitioners to the Chief 

Justice are only for purposes of “supporting the petition,” Minn. Stat. § 211C.05, subd. 

1—they cannot cure any pleading defects in the petition itself.  As a result, this brief 

addresses only the grounds for recall alleged in the Petition, as well as the arguments 

made about those allegations in the Petitioners’ brief.  On its face, the Petition fails to 

                                              
10  That the Chief Justice’s review is limited to the specific facts alleged in the Petition in 
determining its sufficiency is further underscored by the form and content requirements 
for a petition found in Minn. Stat. § 211C.03.  Section 211C.03 requires that a petition 
itself contain “the specific grounds upon which the state officer is sought to be recalled 
and a concise, accurate, and complete synopsis of the specific facts that are alleged to 
warrant recall on those grounds.”  Minn. Stat. § 211C.03(2) (emphasis added).  
Furthermore, by signing a proposed petition, individual signers are stating that they 
“know the purpose and content of the petition.”  Minn. Stat. § 211C.03(4)(ii).  These 
statutory requirements would be nullified if, as here, petition authors were allowed to 
describe one specific ground for recall in the petition and some of the facts alleged to 
warrant recall in order to obtain signatures and then later submit a brief to the Chief 
Justice outlining additional or different grounds for recall and new factual allegations not 
found in the petition. 
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allege facts that, if proven, would satisfy the five-part test from In re Ventura necessary 

to establish serious malfeasance.   

I. THE PETITION FAILS TO ALLEGE THAT GOVERNOR WALZ “INTENTIONALLY” 

ACTED UNLAWFULLY. 

Because the allegations in the Petition must satisfy all five elements of the 

definition of malfeasance, if the Petition fails to allege any element, it must be dismissed.  

Minn. Stat. § 211C.05.  Here, the Petition makes no allegation to satisfy the first element: 

an intentional act.  It never uses the word “intentional” or otherwise suggests that 

Governor Walz knowingly exceeded the authority granted to him in the Act.  This failure 

is fatal to the Petition.  See In re Kiffmeyer, 673 N.W.2d 827, 829 (Minn. 2004) 

(dismissing recall petition, in part because “the petition fails to state specific facts which, 

if proven, would establish that the failure to act was intentional”); see also Minn. Stat. § 

211C.01, subd. 2; Minn. Stat. § 211C.05, subd. 1. 

Nor would it be possible for Petitioners to allege that Governor Walz intentionally 

acted unlawfully in issuing EO 20-20.  The face of EO 20-20 evidences that the Governor 

understood his action to be authorized by the Act.  EO 20-20 sets forth the Governor’s 

general and specific authority under the Act: 

In Minnesota Statutes 2019, section 12.02, the Minnesota Legislature 
conferred upon the Governor emergency powers “in order to (1) ensure that 
preparations of this state will be adequate to deal with disasters, (2) 
generally protect the public peace, health, and safety, and (3) preserve the 
lives and property of the people of the state.” Pursuant to Minnesota 
Statutes 2019, section 12.21, subdivision 1, the Governor has general 
authority to control the state’s emergency management as well as carry out 
the provisions of Minnesota’s Emergency Management Act.  
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Minnesota Statutes 2019, section 12.21, subdivision 3(7), authorizes the 
Governor to cooperate with federal and state agencies in “matters 
pertaining to the emergency management of the state and nation . . . .” 
including “the direction or control of . . . the conduct of persons in the state, 
including entrance or exit from any stricken or threatened public place, 
occupancy of facilities, and . . . public meetings or gatherings . . . .” 
Pursuant to subdivision 3 of that same section, the Governor may “make, 
amend, and rescind the necessary orders and rules to carry out the 
provisions” of Minnesota Statutes 2019, Chapter 12.  When approved by 
the Executive Council and filed in the Office of the Secretary of State, such 
orders and rules have the force and effect of law during the peacetime 
emergency. 
 

(Kramer Decl., Ex. 11.)  The Governor’s good faith recitation of the language in the 

statute providing him both general and specific authority to issue EO 20-20 defeats any 

attempt by Petitioners to label his actions “intentional.”  See, e.g., In re Recall of Inslee, 

451 P.3d 305, 309 (Wash. 2019) (finding no intentional conduct sufficient to support 

malfeasance under similar recall statute where governor’s letter specifically referenced 

authority under at-issue statute because “[t]he letters show the governor’s intent to abide 

by .040, not to violate it”). 

Unless a court had interpreted the language of the Act to clearly preclude the 

Governor’s stay-at-home order contained in EO 20-20 prior to its issuance, or the 

statutory language unequivocally barred such an order, the Governor’s action cannot be 

“intentional[ly]” unlawful.  In dismissing the proposed recall petition against Governor 

Ventura, Chief Justice Blatz noted that the alleged action of the Governor must be 

contrary to an “established” legal standard at the time the action is taken.   In re Ventura, 

600 N.W.2d at 719; see also In re Recall of Inslee, 451 P.3d at 310 (analyzing similar 

recall petition for malfeasance, and dismissing it because “[w]hile some inferences are 
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permissible in a recall petition, on the whole, the facts must indicate an intention to 

violate the law.”); In re Recall of Boldt, 386 P.3d 1104, 1100 (Wash. 2017) (analyzing 

similar recall petition for malfeasance, and dismissing it because there was no factual 

allegation that the official intended to act unlawfully); Bent v. Ballantyne, 368 So. 2d 

351, 353 (Fla. 1979) (finding no prima facie case for malfeasance where the conduct 

alleged by the city official was not expressly prohibited under state law or city charter).  

In other words, to constitute malfeasance an official “must have actually known that he 

was engaged in a most reprehensible violation of the law.”  State v. Raasch, 275 N.W. 

620, 622 (Minn. 1937). 

The West Virginia high court reached a similar conclusion in Kemp v. Boyd, 275 

S.E.2d 297 (W. Va. 1981).  One of the allegations in that case was that a county official 

had committed malfeasance by submitting mileage reimbursements for his trips from his 

home to his office at the county courthouse.  The court concluded that could not 

constitute malfeasance when the statute regarding mileage reimbursement was 

ambiguous and had never been interpreted: 

Rather, we think that where removal proceedings against a layman public 
officer on charges of malfeasance in office arise from his erroneous 
interpretation of a statute which has never before been interpreted and 
ambiguity exists in the statute such that it is capable of being understood by 
reasonably well-informed persons in more than one sense, removal from 
office can be a more drastic remedy than the offense calls for.  
 

Id. at 307; see also 63C Am. Jur. 2d Public Officers and Employees § 182 (noting that 

removal based on malfeasance is inappropriate when predicated on a “lay public officer’s 

erroneous interpretation of a statute that has never before been interpreted, and ambiguity 
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exists in the statute that it is capable of being understood by well-informed persons in 

more than one sense”).   

Here, no court has interpreted the language of Section 12.21 in a way that 

contradicts the interpretation laid out in Executive Order 20-20.11  Indeed, the only court 

to have interpreted Section 12.21 did so after Executive Order 20-20 was issued and 

concluded that Governor Walz acted within his statutory authority in declaring a 

peacetime emergency in response to the COVID-19 pandemic and issuing Executive 

Orders that closed certain businesses.  State v. Schiffler, Order at 12-14, Court File No. 

73-cv-20-3556 (Stearns Cnty. Dist. Ct. June 2, 2020) (Kramer Decl., Ex. 15.).  Because 

the Petition never alleges that Governor Walz intentionally committed any of the acts 

complained of, and because Governor Walz expressed his good-faith interpretation of the 

Emergency Management Act in issuing EO 20-20, the Petition fails to allege specific 

facts that, if proven, would constitute grounds for recall. 

II. THE PETITION DOES NOT ALLEGE “UNLAWFUL” OR “WRONGFUL” CONDUCT. 

Petitioners allege that Governor Walz acted “unlawfully” by issuing EO 20-20, 

which they claim was issued in violation of Minn. Stat. § 12.21, subd. 3(7).  These 

                                              
11  The official immunity doctrine uses similar concepts.  It has particular application in 
emergency situations, where public officials are called to exercise judgment, see Vassallo 
ex rel. Brown v. Majeski, 842 N.W.2d 456, 462 (Minn. 2014), and the exception for 
“willful” conduct only applies if the defendant had reason to know his conduct was 
prohibited, Rico v. State, 472 N.W.2d 100, 107 (Minn. 1991); see also Mumm v. 
Mornson, 708 N.W.2d 475, 483 (Minn. 2006) (“Qualified immunity shields 
government officials from civil liability if ‘their conduct does not violate clearly 
established statutory or constitutional rights of which a reasonable person would have 
known.’”). 
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allegations do not establish unlawful conduct.  First, the recall statute clearly 

contemplates that “unlawful” conduct must be objectively illegal as set forth by existing 

rules or case law.  Differing interpretations of a statute—the most that Petitioners offer in 

support of their unlawfulness theory—cannot suffice.  Second, Petitioners are simply 

wrong that the Governor’s issuance of EO 20-20 was unlawful or otherwise inconsistent 

with his authority to act to protect the public in times of emergency like those created by 

the COVID-19 pandemic. 

A. Petitioners’ Interpretation of Minn. Stat. ch. 12 Cannot Establish 
“Unlawful” Conduct. 

“Unlawful or wrongful” within the recall statute means “conduct that is contrary to 

a legal standard established by law, rule or case law.”  In re Ventura, 600 N.W.2d at 719.  

The purpose of this standard is to ensure that the Chief Justice’s review of a proposed 

petition turns on a “substantive legal standard” rather than a “subjective judgment about 

whether certain conduct is right or wrong.”  Id.  As explained above, supra § I, serious 

malfeasance cannot occur where an official acts based on a good faith interpretation of a 

law and in the absence of a contrary interpretation established by rule or case law.   

Here, Petitioners do not seriously dispute that Chapter 12 grants the Governor 

broad “emergency and disaster powers” that allow him to exercise his discretion to 

“(1) ensure that preparations of this state will be adequate to deal with disasters, 

(2) generally protect the public peace, health, and safety, and (3) preserve the lives and 

property of the people of the state.”  Minn. Stat. § 12.02, subd. 1(2).  Ignoring the breadth 

of these powers, Petitioners instead rely on definitions from Black’s Law Dictionary— 
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found nowhere in Chapter 12—to argue that, in their view, issuance of EO 20-20 fell 

outside the limitations of specific provisions within Chapter 12.  Petitioners’ own 

interpretation of isolated provisions of Chapter 12, however, is not the legal standard 

established by law, rule or case law required to establish unlawful conduct sufficient to 

constitute malfeasance.  See, e.g., In re Recall of Telford, 206 P.3d 1248, 1253 (Wash. 

2009) (finding no malfeasance under similar recall statute where “the statute and the case 

law appear to allow [the official] considerable discretion”); Chandler v. Otto, 693 P.2d 71 

(Wash. 1984) (en banc) (finding no malfeasance under similar recall statute where 

petition failed to “state with specificity conduct clearly amounting to . . . malfeasance” 

and rather “attack[ed] the judgment” of the official (emphasis added)).  Indeed, as 

discussed more fully below, the established case law indicates that there has been no 

unlawful conduct:  the only court to have examined the Governor’s authority in this 

context ruled that the Governor was acting fully within that authority.  See State v. 

Schiffler, Order at 12-14, Court File No. 73-cv-20-3556 (Stearns Cnty. Dist. Ct. June 2, 

2020) (Kramer Decl., Ex. 15.) 

B. The Governor’s Issuance of EO 20-20 Regulating the Conduct of 
Minnesotans Was Lawful. 

Petitioners assert that the Governor acted unlawfully and outside his authority 

under Minn. Stat. § 12.21, subd. 3(7) in issuing EO 20-20.  Petitioners’ assertion fails to 

establish that the issuance of EO 20-20 was unlawful because they ignore both that the 

Governor had broad general authority to issue EO 20-20 irrespective of the purported 
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limitations of Minn. Stat. § 12.21, subd. 3(7) and that, in any event, EO 20-20 was within 

the Governor’s specific authority set forth in Minn. Stat. § 12.21, subd. 3(7). 

1. EO 20-20 was a lawful exercise of the Governor’s general 
authority to act in emergency situations. 

The Minnesota legislature provided the Governor with broad authority to act 

quickly to protect the State and its citizens in emergency situations under Minnesota’s 

Emergency Management Act.  See Minn. Stat. § 12.02.  Noting “the existing and 

increasing possibility of the occurrence of natural and other disasters of major size and 

destructiveness,” the legislature expressly conferred upon the Governor “emergency and 

disaster powers,” to “(1) ensure that preparations of this state will be adequate to deal 

with disasters, (2) generally protect the public peace, health, and safety, and (3) preserve 

the lives and property of the people of the state.”  Id., subd. 1(2). 

The Act provides the Governor with the means to effectuate these emergency and 

disaster powers.  For example, the Act provides the Governor with “[g]eneral authority,” 

pursuant to which he “has general direction and control of emergency management”12 

and “may carry out the provisions of [Chapter 12].”  Minn. Stat. § 12.21, subd. 1. 

The legislature also granted the Governor authority under Chapter 12 to declare a  

“peacetime emergency,” when “an act of nature . . . endangers life and property and local 

government resources are inadequate to handle the situation.”  Minn. Stat. § 12.31, 

                                              
12  Section 12.03, subdivision 4 defines “Emergency Management” as “the preparation 
for and the carrying out of emergency functions . . . to prevent, minimize and repair 
injury and damage resulting from disasters . . . or other health hazards.  These functions 
include, without limitation, . . . functions related to civilian protection, together with all 
other activities necessary or incidental to preparing for and carrying out these functions.” 
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subd. 2(a).  Chapter 12 also authorizes the Governor to “make, amend, and rescind the 

necessary orders and rules to carry out the provisions” of Chapter 12, Minn. Stat. § 12.21, 

subd. 3(1) and gives his executive orders the force of law during a peacetime emergency 

when approved by the Executive Council, Minn. Stat. § 12.32. 

Judge Shan Wang in Minnesota’s Seventh Judicial District recently held that these 

statutory provisions give the Governor the broad authority he used in declaring a 

peacetime emergency and issuing executive orders to protect Minnesotans’ lives and 

property in light of the unprecedented COVID-19 pandemic.  State v. Schiffler, Order at 

12-14, Court File No. 73-cv-20-3556 (Stearns Cnty. Dist. Ct. June 2, 2020) (Kramer 

Decl., Ex. 15.)  Specifically, Judge Wang determined that the Governor acted within his 

general emergency authority under Chapter 12 in issuing executive orders that closed 

restaurants because “COVID-19 was and remains an international health crisis which 

required a coordinated and statewide response.”  (Id. at 13.) 

The primary error in Petitioners’ argument is the assumption that the Governor has 

executive authority only to take the actions specifically identified in section 12.21, 

subdivision 3, which includes the authority to “cooperate with the president” and other 

officers and agencies “pertaining to the emergency management of the state and nation.”  

Minn. Stat. § 12.21, subd. 3(7).  However, the text of subdivision 3 indicates that it does 

not provide an exhaustive list of all of the authorities granted to the Governor by section 

12.21.  Instead, the statute makes clear that the legislature intended to give the Governor 

broad power to take executive action to safeguard Minnesotans’ lives and property during 

a pandemic.  For example, section 12.21 starts with a separate subdivision granting the 
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Governor “general authority” which vests the Governor with “general direction and 

control” of emergency management as well as carrying out the provisions of Chapter 12.  

See Minn. Stat. § 12.21, subd. 1.  To have meaning, subdivision 1 must vest the Governor 

with authorities beyond those specific authorities enumerated in subdivision 3.  See 

Astleford Equip. Co. v. Navistar Int’l Transp. Corp., 632 N.W.2d 182, 188 (Minn. 2001) 

(“A statute should be interpreted, whenever possible, to give effect to all of its provisions, 

and no word, phrase, or sentence should be deemed superfluous, void, or insignificant.”).  

Additionally, section 12.21 provides that “[i]n performing duties under this chapter, the 

governor may cooperate with the federal government.”  Minn. Stat. § 12.21, subd. 2 

(emphasis added).  Subdivision 2’s permissive language would also be rendered 

superfluous by Petitioners’ interpretation wherein the Governor could only exercise his 

authority under chapter 12 if he did so in cooperation the federal government.   

The declarations of the purpose of the Act in section 12.02 are also broad and 

align with the broad policy statements regarding action by the Executive Council in 

section 9.061, subd. 1.  Furthermore, section 12.46 has two express limitations on the 

Governor’s power, and neither of them applies here.  See Minn. Stat. § 645.19 

(“Exceptions expressed in a law shall be construed to exclude all others.”).  Because, as 

confirmed by Judge Wang’s order, the Governor’s authority to take executive action is 

not limited to the items listed in subdivision 3(7), the Governor acted within his broad 

emergency powers in issuing EO 20-20 and Petitioners’ argument fails to demonstrate 
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unlawful action.13 

2. EO 20-20 was a lawful exercise of the Governor’s specific 
authority under Minn. Stat. § 12.21, subd. 3(7). 

Even if Petitioners were correct that the Governor’s executive orders need to fit 

precisely within one of the boxes laid out in section 12.21, subdivision 3(7), EO 20-20 

does.  Petitioners appear to advance two arguments in support of their assertion that the 

Governor acted outside his authority under Minn. Stat. § 12.21, subd. 3(7) in issuing 

Executive Order 20-20.14  First, Petitioners assert that EO 20-20 was not issued for the 

                                              
13  The Governor does not suggest that Chapter 12 has no guard rails to prevent executive 
overreach.  But these guard rails do not come, as Petitioners suggest, in the form of 
limiting the Governor’s ability to respond to an emergency solely to actions that are taken 
in cooperation with the federal government.  Indeed, as Petitioners themselves highlight, 
“protection of the public health is traditionally a part of the State’s historic police 
power,” not that of the federal government.  (Mem. at 7-8 (emphasis added).)  Instead, 
Chapter 12 contains checks and balances on the Governor’s authority by other 
constitutional officers and the legislature.  For example, the Governor cannot declare an 
emergency of longer than five days without executive council approval and the 
legislature has the power to terminate an emergency declaration extending beyond 30 
days upon a majority vote in each chamber. Minn. Stat. § 12.31, subd. 2.  The Petition 
does not allege that the Governor acted unlawfully or in contravention of any of these 
statutory limitations on his authority.  Indeed, the Governor has now extended the 
peacetime emergency declared in Executive Order 20-01 twice (on April 13 and May 13, 
2020), and the legislature did not act to terminate the peacetime emergency, even though 
it had the power to do so.  See Minn. Stat. § 12.31, subd. 2(b).  
 
14  In their memorandum of law, Petitioners describe at length the non-delegation doctrine 
in the context of the Governor’s authority under Minn. Stat. § 12.21, subd. 3(7).  This 
discussion has no bearing on the merits of the Petition because Petitioners concede, as 
they must, that “the passage of 12.21 is a valid exercise of the State’s police power.”  
(Mem. at 11-14.)  It is well established that the legislature “may authorize others to do 
things . . . which it might properly, but cannot conveniently or advantageously, do itself” 
including in situations where there are “complex conditions involving a host of details 
with which the legislature cannot deal directly.”  Lee v. Delmont, 36 N.W.2d 530, 538-39 
(Minn. 1949).  And contrary to Petitioners’ unsupported assertion, the legislature is not 
(Footnote Continued on Next Page.) 
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purpose of “cooperat[ing] with the president and [other federal agencies and sister state 

officers] in matters pertaining to the emergency management of the state and nation.”  

Second, Petitioners contend that EO 20-20 unlawfully expanded criminal sanctions 

“beyond what was authorized by the Legislature.”  Neither of these arguments establishes 

unlawful conduct. 

i. The Governor’s actions in response to the COVID-19 
pandemic cooperate and coordinate with federal 
government guidance and other responses of other states.  

Under section 12.21, subdivision 3(7), the Governor has specific authority to 

cooperate with federal and state agencies and with officers and agencies of other states in 

matters pertaining to the emergency management of the state and nation, including the 

direction or control of: “the conduct of persons in the state, including entrance or exit 

from any stricken or threatened public place, occupancy of facilities . . .” and “public 

meetings or gatherings.”  Petitioners do not actually address how the issuance of 

EO 20-20 was not in cooperation with federal and state agencies.  Instead, they appear to 

assert that EO 20-20 went beyond the Governor’s authority under subdivision 3(7) 

because EO 20-20 places restrictions on the “everyday lives of Minnesota residents.”   

As noted in EO 20-20, however, the restrictions on the lives of Minnesota 

residents and cooperation are not mutually exclusive.  Indeed, the restrictions in 

__________________________________ 
(Footnote Continued From Previous Page.) 
required to outline in detail each specific action the Governor may take pursuant to that 
delegation.  Instead, in a “complex area,” such as responding quickly to a pandemic, “it is 
necessary and appropriate for the legislature to delegate in broad and general terms.”  
Minn. Energy & Econ. Dev. Auth. v. Printy, 351 N.W.2d 319, 350 (Minn. 1984) 
(emphasis added). 
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EO 20-20 were implemented as part of the Governor’s coordinated response to the 

COVID-19 pandemic with the federal government and other states across the nation.  

(See Kramer Decl., Ex. 11 at 2 (noting EO 20-20 “is consistent with a growing 

nationwide effort to contain the spread of COVID-19”)); see also State v. Schiffler, Order 

at 14, Court File No. 73-cv-20-3556 (Stearns Cnty. Dist. Ct. June 2, 2020) (Kramer Decl., 

Ex. 15.) (noting section 12.21, subd. 3(7) does not restrict the Governor to “acting under 

a direct federal order or in perfect synchronicity with the surrounding states” and the 

Governor acted within his authority in his “coordinated . . . response to the COVID-19 

pandemic”).   

At the time the Governor issued EO 20-20, the President had issued a 

recommendation urging citizens to avoid gatherings of more than 10 people.  (Kramer 

Decl., Ex. 11); see President Donald Trump, 30 Days to Slow the Spread.15  In addition, 

24 states had issued orders restricting gatherings and asking citizens to stay at home.  Id.; 

Sarah Moervosh, Jasmine C. Lee, Lazaro Gamino, and Nadja Popovich, See Which States 

are Reopening and Which Are Still Shut Down, The New York Times (May 20, 2020).16  

The Governor’s issuance of EO 20-20, which similarly asked citizens to stay home, was 

in cooperation with the officers and agencies of other states to ensure that Minnesota was 

doing all it could to forestall a spike in COVID-19 cases.  Further evidencing this effort 

to cooperate, on April 16, 2020, the Governor joined a partnership of governors from six 

                                              
15  (Kramer Decl., Ex. 16.)  
 
16  (Kramer Decl., Ex. 17.)  
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other states (Illinois, Indiana, Kentucky, Michigan, Ohio, and Wisconsin) to “coordinate 

their work to reopen the states’ economies” during the COVID-19 pandemic.  Jessie Van 

Berkel, Minnesota Gov. Tim Walz joins compact with Midwest governors to reopen 

economy, Star Tribune (Apr. 17, 2020, 12:09 PM).17  Thus, the Governor acted within 

this specific authority to issue EO 20-20 and the Petitioners have established no basis to 

conclude his actions were “unlawful.”  

ii. The Governor has statutory authority to set fines and 
penalties for violations of EO 20-20 under section 12.45. 

Petitioners also argue the Governor exceeded his statutory authority in providing 

certain criminal penalties for violations of EO 20-20.  Specifically, Petitioners appear to 

challenge Paragraph 9 of 20-20 which provides, among other things that “[a]ny business 

owner . . . who requires or encourages any of their employees to violate this Executive 

Order is guilty of a gross misdemeanor and upon conviction must be punished by a fine 

not to exceed $3,000 or by imprisonment for not more than a year.”  (Kramer Decl., Ex. 

11 ¶ 9.)  Petitioners’ argument ignores the plain language of Minn. Stat. § 12.45 and fails 

to establish any unlawful conduct. 

Minnesota law expressly allows the Governor to prescribe a specific penalty in 

executive orders issued under the Act.  See Minn. Stat. § 12.45 (“Unless a different 

penalty or punishment is specifically prescribed, a person who willfully violates a 

provision of this chapter or a rule or order having the force and effect of law issued under 

authority of this chapter is guilty of a misdemeanor and upon conviction must be 

                                              
17  (Kramer Decl., Ex. 18.)  
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punished by a fine not to exceed $1,000, or by imprisonment for not more than 90 days.” 

(emphasis added)).  Thus, section 12.45 sets only the default penalty and punishment for 

circumstances when an emergency executive order is silent.   

Section 12.45 makes no attempt to limit the “different penalty or punishment” that 

could be prescribed, however, and should the Governor “specifically prescribe” a penalty 

or punishment above the default in section 12.45, such prescription is clearly authorized 

by law.  That is precisely what EO 20-20 does.  It expressly prescribes a penalty and 

punishment above the default set forth in section 12.45.  To read section 12.45 as 

Petitioners request—as setting forth the exclusive permissible sanction for violation of an 

emergency executive order—would inappropriately render “[u]nless a different penalty 

or punishment is specifically prescribed,” superfluous.  See, e.g., Jackson v. Mortg. Elec. 

Registration Sys., Inc., 770 N.W.2d 487, 496 (Minn. 2009) (providing that Minnesota 

courts construe statutes as a whole, harmonizing and giving effect to all of its parts so 

that where possible “no word, phrase, or sentence will be held superfluous, void, or 

insignificant”). 

III. THE PETITION DOES NOT ALLEGE FACTS SUFFICIENT TO SHOW THE 

GOVERNOR ACTED “SUBSTANTIALLY OUTSIDE THE SCOPE OF [HIS] 

AUTHORITY.” 

The fourth element of malfeasance requires that the Petition allege facts sufficient 

to show that an official acted “substantially outside the scope of [his] authority.”  Minn. 

Stat. § 211C.01, subd. 2.  The term “substantially” must be given meaning within the 

recall statute.  See Jackson, 770 N.W.2d at 496.  Thus, it is not enough to show that an 

official may have acted outside the scope of this authority.  The challenged conduct must 
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be substantially outside the scope of his authority.  Such a limitation makes sense within 

the context of the recall statute, which allows recall only for cases of serious malfeasance.  

See In re Ventura, 600 N.W.2d at 718 (explaining that acts giving rise to serious 

malfeasance must be “evil conduct or an illegal deed, the doing of that which one ought 

not to do, the performance of an act by an officer in his official capacity that is wholly 

illegal and wrongful”).  To read “substantially” out of the statute would undermine the 

requirement of serious malfeasance and could subject an elected official to recall for any 

perceived technical noncompliance with a rule or law.     

As set forth above, supra § II, the Governor lawfully issued EO 20-20 pursuant to 

his statutory authority under chapter 12.  But even if the Chief Justice were to ultimately 

interpret chapter 12 in a manner suggesting that EO 20-20 exceeded some component of 

the Governor’s authority, that conclusion would still be insufficient to demonstrate that 

the Governor took action “substantially” outside the scope of his authority.  Here, the 

Petition does not even attempt to allege that any conduct of the Governor was 

“substantially” outside the scope of his authority.  Accordingly, the Petition should be 

dismissed. 

IV. THE PETITION DOES NOT ALLEGE SPECIFIC FACTS TO ESTABLISH THAT THE 

GOVERNOR’S CONDUCT “SUBSTANTIALLY INFRINGES ON THE RIGHTS OF ANY 

PERSON OR ENTITY.” 

A. The Petition Fails to Sufficiently Allege Infringement of the Rights of 
Any Person or Entity. 

The fifth and final element of the test for malfeasance focuses on the impact of the 

Governor’s conduct on other people.  It asks whether the allegedly unlawful conduct 
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“substantially infringes on the rights of any person or entity.”  Again, the “proposed 

petition” itself must “allege[] specific facts that, if proven” would satisfy this element.  

Minn. Stat. § 211C.05.  The Petition must include “a concise, accurate, and complete 

synopsis of the specific facts that are alleged to warrant recall.”  Minn. Stat. § 211C.03.   

The Petition makes conclusory allegations that the stay-at-home order has violated 

various federal constitutional rights of Minnesotans, but never identifies those citizens, or 

even calls the infringement “substantial.”  Each of these failures is fatal.  The Petition 

itself must allege each element of the test for malfeasance, and if it does not, it must be 

dismissed.  See In re Kiffmeyer, 673 N.W.2d at 829.    

Even the most specific allegations offered by the Petition are insufficient as a 

matter of law.  For example, the Petition does not allege which church EO 20-20 

prevented a petitioner from attending, which is important because some churches 

announced they would stop holding in-person services even before the Governor issued 

EO 20-20.  The Petition also does not allege what type of employment was allegedly 

precluded, so that the Governor could correct any mistaken interpretation of the Order or 

advise the Court if that employer had closed before the Governor’s Order.  The Petition 

also admits that the petitioner who complains of a violation of his/her freedom of 

assembly voluntarily opted not to attend a protest.   

Each alleged infringement of constitutional rights is discussed below. 
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B. Even if the Petition Properly Alleged This Element, It Fails To 
Establish a Substantial Infringement of Rights. 

Even if the Chief Justice looked past those deficiencies in the text of the Petition, 

she would find that any attempt to label the EO 20-20’s impact a “substantial 

infringement” of federal constitutional rights fails as a matter of law.  Courts around the 

country have analyzed the same types of claims that Petitioners make, in the context of 

similar stay-at-home orders, and concluded they were justified by the public health 

emergency facing the nation.   

“The Constitution does not compel courts to turn a blind eye to the realities of the 

COVID-19 crisis.”  Cassell v. Snyders, 20 C 50153, 2020 WL 2112374, at *6 (N.D. Ill. 

May 3, 2020).  As a result, requests to enjoin executive orders issued during a public 

health crisis like the present one are not evaluated under “traditional tiers of 

constitutional scrutiny.”  Id.  Instead, courts give significant deference to the emergency 

measures instituted during an epidemic under the standard set forth by the Supreme Court 

in Jacobson v. Massachusetts, 197 U.S. 11 (1905).  Under Jacobson, courts may only 

overturn state action that lacks a “real or substantial relation to the protection of the 

public health” or represents a “plain, palpable invasion of rights secured by the 

fundamental law.”  Id. at 31.  The heightened deference courts apply during public health 

emergencies is rooted in the fact that “a community has the right to protect itself against 

an epidemic of disease which threatens the safety of its members.”  Id. at 27.  In other 

words, the U.S. Supreme Court has recognized that alleged infringements of rights 

guaranteed by the U.S. Constitution must be evaluated differently in the midst of a 
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pandemic than at other times, and that some infringement of those rights is tolerable as 

long as it serves the larger purpose of halting the spread of disease.   

In recent months federal courts have had many occasions to consider the same 

alleged violations of federal constitutional rights that Petitioners raise.  With rare 

exception, courts have upheld similar stay at home orders, despite acknowledging some 

infringement of federal constitutional rights.  In particular, courts have allowed 

infringement of each of the five rights cited by petitioners: freedom of religion; freedom 

of assembly, property interests; liberty interests; and interstate commerce.   

1. Freedom of religion 

The Petition alleges that the Order “unlawfully infringed on its citizens’ freedom 

of religion” citing the First and Fourteenth amendments to the U.S. Constitution.  The 

factual support it provides is “one petitioner was prevented on multiple occasions from 

attending his regular religious service.” Just last week, the United States Supreme Court 

considered restrictions on churches in California,18 and observed: 

Although California’s guidelines place restrictions on places of worship, 
those restrictions appear consistent with the Free Exercise Clause of the 
First Amendment. Similar or more severe restrictions apply to comparable 
secular gatherings, including lectures, concerts, movie showings, spectator 
sports, and theatrical performances, where large groups of people gather in 
close proximity for extended periods of time. And the Order exempts or 
treats more leniently only dissimilar activities, such as operating grocery 
stores, banks, and laundromats, in which people neither congregate in large 
groups nor remain in close proximity for extended periods. 
 

                                              
18 By the time the U.S. Supreme Court issued its order, the churches were restricted to 
25% of their capacity.  That is the same limit that was imposed by Executive Order 20-
63. 
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South Bay United Pentecostal Church v. Newsom, No. 19A1044, 590 U.S. ___ (May 29, 

2020) (Kramer Decl., Ex. 19). 

 The overwhelming majority of courts around the country to consider restrictions 

placed on in-person church attendance by governors have concluded that claims against 

those restrictions were unlikely to succeed.  See, e.g., Antietam Battlefield KOA v. Hogan, 

Civ. No. CCB-20-1130, 2020 WL 2556496 (D. Md. May 20, 2020); Spell v. Edwards, 

Civ. No. 20-00282, 2020 WL 2509078 (M.D. La. May 15, 2020); Elim Romanian 

Pentecostal Church v. Pritzker, Case No. 20 C 2782, 2020 WL 2468194 (N.D. Ill. 

May 13, 2020), aff’d by 7th Cir.; Calvary Chapel of Bangor v. Mills, No. 

1:20-CV-00156, 2020 WL 2310913, at *7 (D. Me. May 9, 2020); Cross Culture 

Christian Ctr. v. Newsom, 2:20-cv-00832, 2020 WL 2121111, at *4 (E.D. Cal. 

May 5, 2020); Cassell v. Snyders, 20-C-50153, 2020 WL 2112374, at *7 (N.D. Ill. May 

3, 2020), appeal docketed, No. 20-1757 (7th Cir. May 6, 2020); Lighthouse Fellowship 

Church v. Northam, 2:20-cv-204, 2020 WL 2110416, at *8 (E.D. Va. May 1, 2020), 

appeal docketed, No. 20-1515 (4th Cir. May 4, 2020); Gish v. Newsom, EDCV 20-755, 

2020 WL 1979970, at *5 (C.D. Cal. Apr. 23, 2020), appeal docketed, No. 20-55445 (9th 

Cir. Apr. 28, 2020); Legacy Church, Inc. v. Kunkel, CIV 20-0327, 2020 WL 1905586, at 

*30 (D.N.M. Apr. 17, 2020).  The analysis in those cases generally follows Jacobson: the 

orders restricting church attendance have a real relationship to the current public health 

crisis, and do not constitution a “palpable” invasion on religious freedoms, because 

citizens can still exercise their faith by participating in on-line worship, drive-in services, 
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faith leaders visiting their homes, spiritual practice with other members of their 

household, or in-person worship up to the limits set for gatherings.  

 In the fact of this overwhelming weight of authority, Petitioners cite a single case 

that found an executive order improperly infringed on religious rights: First Baptist v. 

Kelly, No. 20-1102, 2020 WL 1910021 (D. Kan. Apr. 18, 2020).  (Mem. at 17-19.)  In 

Kelly, however, the court concluded that because the at-issue executive orders expressly 

addressed religious services in their prohibitions on large gatherings they were not 

“facially neutral.”  Id. at 7.  But other courts have noted that the Kelly court’s conclusion 

is “difficult to square with Lukumi,” which unequivocally held that the simple “fact that a 

government restriction refers to religious activity (while at the same time listing others) 

cannot be sufficient to show that its ‘object or purpose’ is to target religious practices for 

harsher treatment.”  Cassell, 2020 WL 2112374 at *10.   

 Against the weight of this authority, Petitioners have not stated a valid claim that 

there has been a substantial infringement of Minnesotans’ freedom of religion. 

2. Freedom of assembly 

The Petition alleges that EO 20-20 “unlawfully infringed on its citizens’ freedom 

of assembly” citing the First and Fourteenth Amendments to the U.S. Constitution.  The 

factual support it provides is “one petitioner’s right of free assembly was infringed upon 

when he elected not to attend protests since April 17, 2020.”  There have been multiple 
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protests of the executive orders at the Governor’s residence.19  There are no reports of 

police arresting individuals who protested the Stay at Home executive orders.  (Kramer 

Decl. ¶ 24.)  In fact, the enforcement paragraph of EO 20-20 specifically states that law 

enforcement should not “transgress individual constitutional rights.”   

The Ex parte Young doctrine, cited in the Petition, has no relevance here, both 

because that doctrine relates exclusively to Eleventh Amendment immunity for state 

officials in federal court, but also because it requires the official to have threatened 

enforcement. “The Ex parte Young exception only applies against officials who threaten 

and are about to commence proceedings.”  281 Care Comm. v. Arneson, 766 F.3d 774, 

797 (8th Cir. 2014) (emphasis added).  It “does not apply when the defendant official has 

neither enforced nor threatened to enforce the statute challenged as unconstitutional.”  Id.  

More relevant are recent federal cases finding that where there is no credible threat 

of prosecution, there has been no constitutional harm, and therefore no standing.  

E.g., Ramsek v. Beshear, Civil No. 3:20-cv-00036, 2020 WL 2614638 (E.D. Ky. 

May 21, 2020).  Similarly here, there can be no substantial infringement of constitutional 

rights if the unnamed petitioner did not even attempt to exercise those constitutional 

rights and if there is no credible threat of prosecution. 

Putting aside whether EO 20-20 has been enforced against peaceful protests, 

courts have concluded that claims alleging that stay-at-home orders violate the right to 

                                              
19 KSTP, Demonstrators again rally against ‘stay at home’ order outside Governor’s 
Residence, (Apr. 25, 2020), available at https://kstp.com/coronavirus/demonstrators-
again-rally-against-stay-at-home-order-outside-governors-residence/5710650/). 
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assembly were unlikely to succeed.  E.g., Givens v. Newsom, No. 2:20-cv-00852, 2020 

WL 2307224 (E.D. Cal. May 8, 2020) (no likelihood of success on claims that 

government refused to issue protest permits due to gathering restrictions in executive 

orders); Geller v. De Blasio, 20cv3566, 2020 WL 2520711 (S.D.N.Y. May 18, 2020) 

(Plaintiff who complains of not being able to organize a protest of the executive orders is 

not likely to succeed).   

Without any facts suggesting EO 20-20 was enforced to restrict anyone’s rights to 

assemble, and in light of opinions around the country upholding similar executive orders, 

Petitioners have not stated a valid claim that there has been a substantial infringement of 

Minnesotans’ freedom of assembly. 

3. Property interests 

The Petition alleges that EO 20-20 infringed rights by “unlawfully shuttering of its 

citizens’ property interests” citing the Fifth and Fourteenth Amendments to the U.S. 

Constitution.  The factual support it provides is “two petitioners were denied their 

protected property interests by a prohibition on employment in a ‘non-essential’ job.”  

The Petition does not include the name of the employer, or even type of industry.  That 

information is important.  Some businesses decided to close even before EO 20-20 was in 

effect, and others remain closed even if they have been allowed to reopen by subsequent 

executive orders.  Even if a particular business reopens, there is no guarantee that its 

customers are ready to return, which may prevent the rehiring of all employees.  These 

facts are critical, because the link could be missing between the alleged act and the 

infringement.  See Amato v. Elicker, No. 3:20-cv-464, 2020 WL 2542788 (D. Conn. 
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May 19, 2020) (finding plaintiffs’ claim of burden on “liberty” not likely to succeed 

because the restaurants closed before the Governor’s order was filed and have chosen not 

to open for takeout service, and there is no assurance customers will return, even if they 

are allowed to reopen).  Without those facts, the Petition fails. 

Under the Jacobson framework, it is only if a plaintiff alleges a fundamental right 

is being violated that courts are willing to engage in any further analysis of the extent of 

the violation.  In re Rutledge, 956 F.3d at 1028.  Petitioners cannot meet this initial step.  

Federal courts have long recognized that there is no fundamental right to employment.  

See, e.g., Williamson v. Lee Optical of Okla. Inc., 348 U.S. 483 (1955) (upholding law 

prohibiting unlicensed persons from fitting lenses for eyeglasses); Mass. Bd. of Ret. v. 

Murgia, 427 U.S. 307, 313 (1976) (declining to apply strict scrutiny to challenge of 

mandatory retirement law); Singleton v. Cecil, 176 F.3d 419, 427 (8th Cir. 1999) 

(agreeing with other circuit courts that “employment rights are not 

‘fundamental’ rights created by the Constitution”); Best Supplement Guide, LLC v. 

Newsom, No. 2:20-cv-00965, 2020 WL 2615022 (E.D. Cal. May 22, 2020) (finding 

plaintiffs’ due process claims against governor’s executive orders not likely to succeed, 

because they have no fundamental right to pursue the occupation of their choice).   

 Even if the Order were not judged by the special standard of a public health 

pandemic, it would still easily pass constitutional muster.  Laws regulating professions 

are subject to rational basis review.   Under a rational basis analysis, courts do not second 

guess the wisdom of a law, nor do they require that distinctions among unprotected 

classes be precisely tailored.  See, e.g., Mass. Bd. of Ret., 427 U.S. at 316 (noting that the 
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Court did not assess the wisdom of requiring police officers to retire at age fifty-five); 

Stiles v. Blunt, 912 F.2d 260, 267 (8th Cir. 1990) (applying rational basis review to 

Missouri’s minimum age requirement for state legislative office while withholding the 

court’s own evaluation of the law’s wisdom).   

Just as with the Petition’s allegations related to the free exercise of religion and 

free assembly, the Petition fails to allege specific facts that, if proven, would constitute a 

substantial infringement of any property right guaranteed by the U.S. Constitution. 

4. Liberty interests 

The Petition alleges that EO 20-20 is “unlawfully restricting its citizens’ liberty 

interests” citing the Fifth and Fourteenth Amendments to the U.S. Constitution.  The only 

factual support offered for that assertion is that the Order restricted every petitioner’s 

liberty “by requiring that they remain in their homes, unless conducting business 

arbitrarily deemed ‘necessary’ by Walz.”  As a factual matter, it is incorrect that 

Minnesotans had to remain in their homes unless conducting critical work.  EO 20-20 

allowed Minnesotans to leave their homes to seek health care, buy food and beverages, 

purchase other necessary supplies, care for a family member or pet, visit public parks, 

and engage in outdoor activities like walking, running, biking and driving for pleasure.  

(Kramer Decl., Ex. 11 ¶ 5.)   

As a legal matter, the Petition lacks sufficient detail to meet the statutory 

requirement of serious malfeasance.  The Fourteenth Amendment protects against 

procedural due process violations that deprive citizens of liberty as well as against 

substantive due process violations that deprive citizens of liberty.  The Petition does not 
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specify which type of claim it asserts.  But, recent cases find that neither claim is likely to 

succeed in challenging executive orders from governors during the COVID-19 crisis.  

Best Supplement Guide, LLC, 2020 WL 2615022 at *5-6 (finding both procedural and 

substantive due process claims not likely to succeed); McGhee v. City of Flagstaff, No. 

CV-20-08081, 2020 WL 2308479, at *4-5 (D. Ariz. May 8, 2020) (same); SH3 Health 

Consulting, LLC v. Page, No. 4:20-cv-0060, 2020 WL 2308444, at *8-10 (E.D. Mo. 

May 8, 2020) (same). 

The Petition fails to allege specific facts that, if proven, would constitute a 

substantial infringement of any right guaranteed by the U.S. Constitution 

5. “Interstate commerce” interests 

Finally, the Petition alleges that EO 20-20 infringes on “Interstate Commerce,” 

citing Article 1, section 8 of the U.S. Constitution.  The only factual support offered is 

“two petitioners were denied the free exercise of interstate commerce, when the 

Woodbury police department, acting on Walz’s orders, prohibited their prospective 

Wisconsin customer from travel through the state of Minnesota due to his ‘non-essential’ 

job.”  As an initial matter, this aspect of the Petition appears to raise the interstate travel 

rights of Wisconsin residents, who are not, and cannot be petitioners, and do not clearly 

fall within the protections of the recall statute.  In any case, EO 20-20 does not preclude 

interstate travel.  In fact, paragraph 5(e) of EO 20-20 specifically allows for “essential 

intrastate and interstate travel” and states that “individuals may travel into and out of 

Minnesota.”  Because this aspect of the Petition is based on a misunderstanding of EO 

20-20, it fails to allege specific facts that, if proven, would constitute a substantial 
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infringement of any right guaranteed by the U.S. Constitution.  Thus, Petitioners have 

failed to allege facts satisfying the final element of serious malfeasance under the recall 

statute. 

CONCLUSION 

 For all of the foregoing reasons, the Governor respectfully requests that the Chief 

Justice dismiss the Petition in its entirety pursuant to Minn. Stat. § 211C.05, subd. 1. 
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